MTPL-1-20000 HIGH PRESSURE LOGGER

Reliable, Easy to Use Pressure Logger for Data Transfer

High Pressure Technologies introduces a new product to simplify the recording of testing data, an electronic pressure logger.

The unit is designed to digitally record pressure during tests, complementing Maximator pump and booster packaged power systems as well as other types of power systems. Pressure loggers are useful in any industry that has need for an easy, accurate way to record pressure tests. The complete Pressure Logger comes with a pressure transducer, 2 pre-formatted jump drives and instructions, including step by step instructions on how to create customized test reports.

Pressure Logger Features:
- 7" Color touch screen
- Instant Test Report
- USB Memory Port
- Ethernet Port
- 120 V 60 Hz or 230 V 50/60 Hz
- Digital Indication of Real Time Pressure and Peak Pressure
- Trending On screen
- Data Storage for import into Spreadsheets or Test Report
- Auto Peak Reset
- Pressure ranges available from 0-500 psi to 0-60,000 psi

The MTPL Pressure Loggers allows the user to view pressure digitally as well as on a trend line while archiving the pressure data to a USB drive for transfer to a computer.

This Pressure Logger allows you to add customer’s information on the screen to import with the test date, such as referencing a job number or a customer name or number.

Options include:
- Keyboard & Mouse
- Printer
- Thermocouple & RTD Temperature Ports
- Multiple Sensors for Different Pressure Ranges
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